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ABSTRACT

Research on trust in human-human interaction has typically focused on notions of vulnerability, integrity, and exploitation whereas research on trust in human-machine interaction has typically focused on competence and reliability. In this initial study, we explore whether these different aspects of trust can be considered parts of a multidimensional conception and measure of trust. We gathered 62 words from dictionaries and trust literatures and asked participants to evaluate the words as belonging to a "personal" meaning or a "capacity" meaning. Through an iterative process using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and item analysis, we derived four components that capture the multidimensional space occupied by the concept of trust. The resulting four components yield four subscales of trust with five items each and α reliabilities as follows: Capable = .88, Ethical = .87, Sincere = .84, and Reliable = .72.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Trust is a cornerstone of sustainable relationships between human agents, from child and caregiver to members of a search and rescue team. Robots, too, increasingly occupy roles that require trust, such as companions for older adults [1] or educational tutors [6]. We therefore must understand under what conditions people do or do not trust robots, and how calibrated such trust is. To that end trust must be measurable; but the measurement of trust is complicated by a conceptual division across different literatures.

The human-human interaction literature often studies trust as an agent’s acceptance of vulnerability in an interaction or relationship, believing that the other will not exploit the vulnerability (e.g., [7]). By contrast, the human-automation literature often focuses on trust that is grounded in a machine’s performance and reliability (e.g., [4, 5]). We may label the former aspect of trust “relational” trust and the second aspect “capacity” trust. The two aspects are neither redundant nor incompatible; but to study their precise relationship we must be able to measure them in distinct ways. To take a first step in such distinct measurement is the goal of this project.

Most measures of trust in human-robot interaction focus on the person’s belief that the robot is capable of completing a given task [8]; most measures of trust in human-human interaction focus on integrity, loyalty, and other social-moral constructs [3]. We broadly culled the vocabulary used to describe and query trust in human-human, human-robot, and human-automation literature. Then we reached further, using dictionaries and thesauruses, to populate the semantic space of trust and its related constructs, ending up with 62 candidate words. With this broad vocabulary in hand we began the task to look for potential dimensions of trust—bundles of words that capture, and make measurable, distinct features of trust.

2 METHOD

A total of 45 adults, recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk, participated in the five-minute online study for a compensation of $0.50. We excluded data from five participants who failed a comprehension check of the concepts grounding the dependent variable. We then examined inter-rater agreement. Five participants were outliers, as their ratings correlated with the whole group of raters at r < .30, and they were excluded from the analysis (in analogy to excluding items from scales that have item-total correlations of less than .30; see [2]). The final analysis included 35 adults, and their ratings correlated with the whole group on average at r = .67.

Participants were informed that they would read a series of 62 words and be asked to relate them to one of two ideas about trust, explained this way: “One idea is about trusting that an agent is capable of completing a task (referred to as “capacity trust”); the other idea is about trusting that an agent will not place you at risk (referred to as “personal trust”).” After a comprehension check on the two ideas about trust, participants were asked to rate where they thought each word falls on a slider scale from “more similar to capacity trust” to “more similar to personal trust,” with the middle indicating “equally similar to capacity trust and personal trust” (scale ranging from -50 for capacity trust to +50 for personal trust).

For each word, participants had the option of selecting “Don’t know word.” Finally, participants were instructed that “Many of the words describe the presence of trust, while some describe the absence of trust; please place the words with the kind of trust they are most similar to, regardless of whether it is the presence or absence of this kind of trust.”
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ACM Reference Format:
We conducted an initial Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of 7 items. λ < .40 on any of the other components. We arrived at a reduced pool of 49 items, we performed a second PCA. An extraction criterion of \( \lambda > 1 \) still produced several components with little explained variance, but the scree plot and comparison on rotated solutions pointed to 4 strong, interpretable components. We selected items that loaded at least .50 on one component and less than .40 on any of the other components. We arrived at 32 items distributed over the four components. The interpretation of these scales became sharper—well represented by the labels Capable (8 items), Ethical (11 items), Sincere (6 items), and Reliable (7 items). Next we resumed item analysis of the four subsets, removing items that did not enhance α reliability and aiming for subscales of 5 items each. We then conducted a final PCA of the resulting 20 items. A 4-factor solution was clearly supported and explained 68.6% of the total item variance. The loading matrix after Varimax rotation is shown in Figure 1. The corresponding subscales (with five items each) had α reliabilities as follows: Capable = .88, Ethical = .87, Sincere = .84, and Reliable = .72. Intercorrelations among the subscales demonstrated that Sincere was related to Ethical \( r = .46, p = .01 \) and less so to Capable \( r = -.30, p = .09 \) and Reliable \( r = .22, p = .21 \). All remaining intercorrelations ranged from -.07 to .10 \((ps > .50)\). (Details of the entire item selection procedure and exact formulations of all items can be found here: http://research.clps.brown.edu/SocCogSci/Measures)

### 3 RESULTS

We conducted an initial Principal Components Analysis (PCA) of all 62 items, but an extraction criterion of \( \lambda > 1 \) allowed too many components, of which many had few and weakly loading items. After examining the intercorrelation matrix, we concluded that the item pool was too heterogeneous. We therefore took a step back and grouped items into semantically similar subsets. We arrived at four interpretable sets of items, roughly corresponding to general ethical qualities, relational qualities, competence, and reliability, as well as four unclassifiable items. We conducted item analyses on each of the four subsets, moving items in and out of sets to improve Cronbach's \( \alpha \) reliabilities and item-total correlations. We noticed that, despite explicit instructions, negative words often confused participants (e.g., evaluating the word “inaccurate” as related to competence would be correct but is counterintuitive). Five negative items had to be removed, along with eight other items that did not fit any of the four sets.

Arriving at a reduced pool of 49 items, we performed a second PCA. An extraction criterion of \( \lambda > 1 \) still produced several components with little explained variance, but the scree plot and comparison on rotated solutions pointed to 4 strong, interpretable components. We selected items that loaded at least .50 on one component and less than .40 on any of the other components. We arrived at 32 items distributed over the four components. The interpretation of these scales became sharper—well represented by the labels Capable (8 items), Ethical (11 items), Sincere (6 items), and Reliable (7 items).

### 4 CONCLUSION

Our analyses of the semantic space of trust aspects suggest that trust has a multidimensional structure. We found four distinct dimensions (Capable, Ethical, Sincere, and Reliable) and created internally consistent 5-item sets for each.

There are obvious limitations to this initial study, considering the small sample and entirely exploratory analyses. However, we believe to have succeeded in considering a large number of candidate items and systematically narrowing them to four distinct sets. Our next goals are to replicate this structure using different dependent variables (e.g., sorting task, prediction task) and to create a parsimonious, intuitive instrument that makes the multidimensional nature of trust measurable. For example, we can test the differential responsiveness of each subscale to variations in previously created social and nonsocial scenarios of human-robot trust [9].
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